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Does your dog do things that you do not approve of and would love to change?

There is no doubt that you love your furry friend but it is very important that you

train them and work on minimizing negative behavior as much as you can. It is

not something out of the ordinary for your dog to behave in a way you wouldn't

want them to, but there is nothing for you to worry about. To help you stop

unwanted behaviors we have come up with 11 ways. Practice and preach, your

pooch will de�nitely behave the way you want it to.
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Does your dog chew at all your shoes? Are you absolutely tired of buying new

shoes every month just because your dog could not keep their mouth to

themselves? Well, it is common for dogs to experience the world around them

with their mouth. If you want to stop them from chewing at your shoes or other

things you must get them chew toys. When your dog starts chewing on

something that they are not supposed to, you must stop them both physically and

verbally. Once your dog stops you can get them the chew toy. This will reinforce

the idea that they can chew but the right toys. 

CHEWING
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Your dog should always come to you when you call on them. To ensure that this

happens always you must praise each time they listen to you and come to you. Pat

them on the head or use your voice to praise them. This will help your dog realize

that if they come to you when you call them they are doing something good. Do

not just call their name but also use words like 'come' so they know exactly what

you expect of them.

NOT RESPONDING
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It is you who should be walking your dog, not the other way around. You are the

one in charge and your dog should walk beside you rather than in front of you. To

train your dog that they walk with you, you must ensure that the leash is short

and not too long. this way you can keep your dog near you. If the leash goes tight

you must stop and wait for the dog to either come back or stop and you walk up to

them. You need to reward them when they do this so that they know what is good

behavior. If you consistently do this your dog will realize that they mustn't walk

ahead of you.

TUGGING AT LEASH
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Does your dog make puppy eyes at you every time you are having food? This is not

good behavior and should not be appreciated. Instead, it is important that you tell

your dog that they mustn't come to you when you are having. A way to curb this

behavior is by not giving in. Never give your dog the food from the table. Even if

you give in once and give them food, they will expect you to do that each time.

Maintain composure and avoid giving in.

BEGGING FOR FOOD
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It is what dogs like to do, they dig. If you want your dog to stop digging you must

tell them 'no' right away. This will tell them that you do not appreciate their

behavior. Do not wait for them to �nish digging. Stop them in the act and that

way they will learn. If your dog likes digging too much you can go ahead and get

them a sandbox. This will be a fun activity for them.

DIGGING
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Most dogs su�er from separation anxiety and that can elevate bad behavior. This

is a sensitive topic and you should be considerate of your dog's feelings. They

should be told that you are going to get back home soon. to train them you can

start by staying away from them for shorter intervals at �rst and then extend the

time. Stay calm when you leave and get back so they do not sense a change in

behavior

SEPARATION ANXIETY
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It is heartbreaking when your pooch whines at you begging for attention. At this

time you must control yourself and not give in to their whining. Even if you give

in once they will know that it works and will use it whenever they want to. Ignore

their whining completely and only give them attention when they are completely

done whining.

ATTENTION SEEKING
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UNDUE BARKING

Dogs who bark without reason can be quite annoying. You must, however, not

show them your annoyance. Do not shout at them as that will make matters

worse. You need to �rst try to understand why exactly your dog is barking. if they

are frustrated, that can be helped by obedience training. The best thing to do

immediately is to change their scenario.
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To prevent your dog from biting other people you must increase their

socialization so that they are familiar with the concept of new people. Your dog

will only bite if they are anxious. You must ease their anxiety and they won't bite

anyone.

BITING
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If your dog is huge, them jumping when greeting someone can be quite scary for

the new person. to train them you must not entertain your dog if they jump at you.

Only listen to them when they are completely on the ground.

JUMPING WHEN GREETING
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There can be grave reasons why your dog is getting aggressive. To solve such

grave problems it is important that you consult a veterinarian and see what they

have to recommend. Before that give your dog as much attention and love as you

possibly can.

AGGRESSION
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Use these tricks and tips to have the best-behaved dog on the block!


